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Artists and Authors
				

in this issue

Manal Abdallah
Manal Abdallah is a freelance translator and poet who has been
working for ten years now. She has had two books published in France
for the Maison des Sorcièrs and has also written a manuscript of poems
in English and Arabic.

Franchot Ballinger
In retirement after nearly forty years teaching English at the
University of Cincinnati, Franchot Ballinger has continued
volunteering with the Cincinnati Nature Center in various capacities
and is also a spiritual care volunteer with Hospice of Cincinnati.
His poems have appeared in numerous poetry journals in print and
online.

Robert Bartusch
Robert Bartusch is a bar manager in Cincinnati, Ohio. He is a
songwriter for the rock band Hurricane Hotpants. He has been
writing poetry in his free time for the last twenty years while
working in restaurants and bars.
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Charlie Baylis
Charlie Baylis lives and works in Nottingham, England. His
poetry and short stories have most recently appeared in Elohi
Gadugi, Boston Poetry Magazine and Litro. He spends his spare
time completely adrift of reality. He blogs, sporadically, here:
theimportanceofbeingaloof.tumblr.com.

Michael Berberich
When he was nine, the guys on his Little League team told Michael
Berberich he should be a writer. One year later he made the AllStar team. Against all odds of such an occurrence he came to bat
three times in a row with two outs and the bases loaded. He struck
out each time. Imbued with a new understanding of tragedy, he
decided to write baseball poetry. Since then he has been published by
Notre Dame Magazine, Creative Nonfiction, Vocabula Review, and
Superstition Review. He has never written a baseball poem, however.

Andrew Bowen
Andrew Bowen is a sales manager in Bloomington, Indiana. He has
published several poems and recently submitted his first novel for
publication. He is an actor who has appeared in eight independent
films and five stage productions.
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Yuan Changming
Yuan Changming is an eight-time Pushcart nominee and the
author of four chapbooks, including Mindscaping(2014); he is
the world’s most widely published poet who speaks Mandarin but
writes in English. Growing up in a remote village, Yuan began
to learn English at nineteen and published several monographs
before leaving China. With a PhD in English, Yuan currently
tutors and co-edits Poetry Pacific (submissions: editors.pp@gmail.
com) with Allen Qing Yuan in Vancouver. His poetry appears in
979 literary publications across thirty-one countries, including Best Canadian Poetry,
BestNewPoemsOnline, Cincinnati Review and Threepenny Review.

Louie Crew Clay
Louie Clay, professor emeritus at Rutgers, has written four poetry
volumes. By the end of 2014, editors had published 2,387 of his
manuscripts. In 2015, Seabury Press will release Letters from
Samaria: The Prose and Poetry of Louie Crew Clay.

Oiswarya Das
Oiswarya Das is a mechanical engineer by day and an artist by
night! He was born in an Indian village where his art was inspired
by his grandfather at an early age. He enjoys directing films,
painting, photography, and writing poems when he is not rolling
steel sheets!
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Darren Demaree
Darren C. Demaree is the author of As We Refer to Our Bodies
(8th House, 2013), Temporary Champions (Main Street Rag,
2014), and Not For Art Nor Prayer (8th House, 2015). His
most recent work, The Pony Governor (After the Pause Press),
comes out in July and can be purchased at http://afterthepause.
com/2015/04/16/the-pony-governor/.
He is the Managing Editor of the Best of the Net Anthology and currently lives in
Columbus, Ohio with his wife and children.

Kristina Fedeczko
Born and raised an Ohioan, Kristina is currently an undergraduate
student at Otterbein University. She is double majoring in creative
writing and women’s, gender, and sexuality studies.

David Flynn
David Flynn’s literary publications total more than 160. He has
been employed as a reporter for a daily newspaper, as an editor of
a commercial magazine, and as a teacher. His writing blog, where
he posts a new story and poem every month, is at http://writingflynn.blogspot.com/ . His work can also be found at http://www.
davidflynnbooks.com.
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Martins Iyoboyi
Martins Iyoboyi was born in Nigeria. His poems have appeared
in Rhythm, Munyori Poetry Journal, Contemporary Rhyme,
International Zeitschift, 63 Channels, Flask Review, Bending Spoons,
Zone, Collective Fallout, The New Verse News, Chiron Review, Boyne
Writers Group, Poetry Cemetery, MotherVerse, Tenemos, and Hat.

Benjamin Kenon
Benjamin Kenon lives his life in the Chicagoland area. His
interests/hobbies include songwriting, photography and modern
art. He and his wife, Bridget, were married in 2012, to the delight
of several people.

Audra Lamoreaux
Audra Lamoreaux lives and works in southern New Mexico. She
received her Certificate in Photographic Technology and Associate in
Graphic Design at New Mexico State University Alamogordo. Audra
is currently working on her Bachelor of Arts Degree in Studio Art. She
designed the logo used for the 2014 White Sands Balloon Invitational
pins and T-shirts. Audra enjoys photography, road trips, and flying a
Cessna 140.
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Mark J. Mitchell
Mark J. Mitchell studied writing at UC Santa Cruz under Raymond
Carver, George Hitchcock and Barbara Hull. His work has appeared
in numerous periodicals and anthologies, including Good
Poems, American Places, Hunger Enough, Retail Woes and Line
Drives. It has also been nominated for both Pushcart Prizes and
The Best of the Net. Lent 1999 is coming soon from Leaf Garden
Press. Three Visitors, a chapbook, has recently been published by
Negative Capability Press. Artifacts and Relics, another chapbook,
is forthcoming from Folded Word. His novel, Knight Prisoner, was recently published by
Vagabondage. He lives in San Francisco with his wife, the documentarian and filmmaker
Joan Juster.

Keith Moul
Keith Moul’s poems and photos appear widely; those included in
this issue are a group of road photos. Four books have recently been
published: The Grammar of Mind (Blue and Yellow Dog Press);
Beautiful Agitation (Red Ochre Press); Reconsidered Light (Broken
Publications), a collection of Keith’s poems written to accompany
his photos, and To Take and Have Not (Broken Publications).

Pryscilla Nicolau
Pryscilla Nicolau graduated from law school and is a Brazilian
writer who has two published books. In addition, she is a freelance
translator and former columnist for BDCiTV living in the USA
since 2006. See more of her work at www.pryscillanicolau.com.
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Ashok Niyogi
Ashok Niyogi is a wandering seeker after truth. He was born
in Kolkata, India, in 1955 and graduated in economics from
Presidency College. He worked in the USSR and Russia and his
work involved extensive travel worldwide. He is now retired and
lives in Delhi and California. He still travels hard and long and
occasionally writes. Ashok has two books of poems and two
books of essays to his credit and has been extensively published
worldwide.

Alex Nodopaka
Alex Nodopaka was immaculately conceived in Ukraine. He
exhibited finger paintings in Russia in 1940 before flipping his
finger at and leaving the Soviet shenanigans. Nodopaka studied
tongue-in-cheek at the École des Beaux Arts, Casablanca, Morocco
and has been doodling ever since. Currently, he lives in the USA,
where he serves as a self-appointed art pundit. His interest in
literature and the visual arts is exhaustively multi-cultural.

Keith Nunes
Keith Nunes is a former journalist who now writes for love. He’s been
published in New Zealand’s top literary journals as well as overseas.
He lives with flamboyant artist Talulah Belle Lautrec-Nunes near
Oropi, twenty-five kilometers south of Tauranga.
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Shimon Palmer
Born in Michigan in 1975, Shimon Palmer moved to Israel as a
teenager and has been living there since. His poems have appeared
in several anthologies in Israel and online. Currently, he lives on a
small eco farm in the Judean Desert, and his writing deals mostly
with his inner life.

Adrian Patterson
Calling the Southwest his home, Adrian Patterson travels seasonally
to find pieces of the real world that fit inside his camera frame. He
enjoys luring small animals with food and sitting under trees for long
hours waiting for the perfect light.

David Paxton
David L. Paxton (davidpaxton.com) has previously been published
in Poetic Hours, Flagler Review, Splizz, Purple Pig Lit and
Nocturnal Lyric; he received his Master of Arts Administration
from Savannah College of Art and Design in 2013. He currently
resides in Middleburg, Florida, working as an independent arts
professional and as a painter and poet, one growing with various
curating opportunities for exhibitions. His poetry deals primarily
with location, situation, and reaction stemming from his travels
across the United States from the east coast to Hawaii.
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Emily Strauss
Emily Strauss has an M.A. in English but is self-taught in poetry,
which she has written since college. Over two hundred of her
poems appear in hundreds of online venues and in anthologies. The
natural world is generally her framework; she also considers the
stories of people and places around her and personal histories. She
is a semi-retired teacher living in California.

David J. Thompson
David J. Thompson is a former prep school teacher and coach. His
photography has appeared in a number of journals both in print
and on-line including Slipstream and Midwestern Gothic. His photo
website is ninemilephoto.com.

Robert Vaughan
Robert Vaughan is a Professor of English and Dean of the Graduate
School at Clayton State University. His poetry has recently appeared in
the online journal Chantarelle’s Notebook (April 2011). In 2001 he coedited The South in Perspective: an Anthology of Southern Literature.
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Reed Venrick
Reed Venrick teaches English at Chiang Mai University in Thailand.

Steve West
Steve West teaches at Martin Methodist College, Pulaski, Tennessee.
His poems have appeared in Avocet and Phantasmagoria, among
other publications, and his first book, Almost Home, came out in
2009. His poem “The Wannabe Chinese Poet Spends a Day on the
River” is one of a series of Wannabe Chinese Poet poems written in
2010, while he was Writer in Residence at the Buffalo National River
in Arkansas.

Bruce Wise
DIC ASBUREE WEL (an anagrammatic heteronym of the poet’s
name) is a poet of (not from) New York City. His influences include,
among others, Irving, Melville, Whitman, Lazarus, O. Henry, Crane,
Millay, Moore, and Ashbery.

Editor’s Welcome

spring 2015

In his love poem “Asphodel, That Greeny Flower,” William Carlos Williams penned these lines that have often been
quoted for the truth they contain:
“It is difficult
To get the news from poems
Yet men die miserably every day
		For lack
Of what is found there.”

In a world where the same horrific news is repeated over and over again
daily, news of beheadings, of police brutality, of Ebola death tolls, and
of senseless attacks on freedom of speech, artists fearlessly explore their
questions, their truths, and even the cruelty born of those unable to
understand that ideas are not subject to bullets, flame, imprisonment, or
the worst oppression and violence.
In such a milieu, it is a privilege and a pleasure to offer these pages to
an audience of readers civilized enough to accept difference, to strive
to understand the experiences of the other, and to celebrate our human
right to say and portray what we think, perceive, and experience without
fear.
As you read through the pages of this issue and explore the unique and extraordinary words and images throughout,
it is quite likely you will encounter what fascinates as well as what appalls you. Our reviewers have done an excellent
job of selecting pieces posing a myriad of realities, some which draw us in, and others which may deliberately repulse.
This issue is international in its scope; it is vibrant with the creations of poets, artists, and fiction writers whose world
views undoubtedly diverge. What do they share? A desire to to speak, to compel with art and with beauty. Here, the
personal and the political agree to listen without prejudice.
On behalf of Aji’s hardworking staff, I hope you find in these pages some “news” worth reading, the undeniable truth
that in spite of all the tragedy omnipresent in contemporary life, artists around the globe are committed to sharing
their innermost thoughts and visions, their fears and their hopes, a clear affirmation of our common humanity and
our irrepressible creative impulses, surely a balm to us all.
Best,
Erin O’Neill Armendarez, Editor in Chief
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Merging Past, Present, and Future:

A Conversation with Alex Nodopaka

by Melissa Gish
Swami Vivekananda suggested that “[t]he whole secret of existence is to have no fear.” Alex Nodopaka—poet,
actor, artist—certainly gets this, for he is truly a most fearless creator. In his words, “Starting art with a blank
canvas or monitor is like looking at a swelling ocean and visualizing a creature waiting to be instilled with life so
to speak.” Yet Nodopaka has never shied away from such challenges. A native of Russia and former student at
Ecole des Beaux Arts in Morocco, Nodopaka today makes his home in coastal California, where he continually
reaches toward the fringes of creativity and, as he once explained, “merge[s] the past into the present into some
perceived future.”
Throughout an extensive and colorful career—which began with childhood finger paintings more than seven
decades ago—Nodopaka has emphasized a critical examination of the world, citing some of the best advice
he received as an artist: “To look beyond the seen and heard and to question everything we are taught and to
write between the lines our own thoughts.” Experimenting with everything from paint and sculpture to digital
design, Nodopaka’s work has been featured in a variety of forums from the Livermore Times and the Dublin
Independent to the Montalvo Arts Center and the Laguna Beach Art Festival. He has shared his artwork
extensively with small presses such as the Rappahannock Review, Ascent Aspirations, and Up the Staircase
Quarterly; his work is also included in numerous online galleries including ArtSlant and Saachi Art.
Over the years, Nodopaka’s art emerged and advanced; it has been
abandoned and re-invented in myriad ways representing major
shifts in not only medium and technique but also style
and objective. Nodopaka explained, “Like any human
being my art evolved with my personal experiential
development.”

Aji’s selection of Nodopaka’s work offers a glimpse
of the artist’s passion for digital media, which
arose some decades ago. Nodopaka explained:
“I believe that the PC killed abstract art the
way photography killed clinical representative
art through its instant stylistic conversions and
transformations. It killed it for me because I
stopped painting long hand since just about then.
In the history of art, every school of art has met its
end through replication. The human characteristic
always needs titillation to survive or it dies through
stagnation.”
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Nodopaka has described the pieces featured in Aji as “Figurative-Cubo-Expressionism-Futurism” and defined
the term as such: “The combination of the four terms represents previous individual schools of art styles that I
thought too limiting for my pieces. In my search, I attempted to combine all four under one -ism. The reason
for the figurative is that I believe humans are genetically programmed to recognize primal representative forms.
Pure abstraction is visible either under great magnification or reduction but hardly to the naked eye. In effect,
abstraction existed since the beginning of the world, so nobody can claim credit for it.”
In discussing his creation of Figurative-Cubo-Expressionism-Futurism, Nodopaka had this to say: “Like Raul
Capablanca said when playing chess, ‘I think of only one move ahead, but it is the best,’ and so is my work at the
time of its making. To paraphrase Kandinsky, ‘that each work of art is a child of its time’ is representative of what
I do at this time. Paul Klee is another of my inspirations by his rending child-like stick figures, and of course
Surrealism has got possession of my mind despite my apparent seriousness. To explain my latest artistic venture,
they resulted from my re-immersion in the French, Italian and Russian avant-garde of the very early 20th century,
1905 to 1922. This dunking resulted in the present artwork featured at Aji.”
When asked why his current pieces have no titles, Nodopaka stated, “This question has been debated innumerable
times in art and has become a problematic question in modern times. I believe that descriptively titling quickly
becomes boring by narrowing its interpretation.”
In a discussion of how his digital art contributes something unique to a flooded field, Nodopaka said of his work,
“Yes, there is a massive amount of digital artwork since the 1990s, but the vast majority is of the copycat variety.
What distinguishes mine is the application of the peculiarities of digital techniques. So, in that way, I am not a
perfect pioneer but a synthesizer of pre-existing styles and techniques. Of course I’m not always successful and
often fall in the traditional trap of accepted aesthetics. In fact, looking closely at my cubist effect I do not use the
original philosophy, but then mine doesn’t have the ‘Where’s Waldo syndrome.’ Mine is an interplay of geometric
planes. Mine is not the original technique applied by futurists but by partial replication of content instilling the
visual effects of motion and is closest to the original visual intent.”
So where does a digital artist begin? Nodopaka advised, “A key element in creating a digital art piece is the seed of
an original idea to render an old form with novel techniques. The great achievement of the PC is to have at your
keyboard fingertip infinite possibilities and variations. The subject may be common but its visual perspective must
be original but not to the point of being arcane in which case it loses its audience. It is a question maybe of proper
balance and harmony in the final piece.”
And when does a digital artist know when “proper balance and harmony” has been achieved? Nodopaka offered
this analysis: “We undeniably are influenced by past artists, theories and visual accustomization or brainwashing
through simply numerical increase of published ‘new’ art. Theories on art are numerous—as many as beliefs
in astronomical data. Mankind believed the world was flat; mankind couldn’t comprehend perspective until it
was demonstrated through the laws of optical geometry. Dynamics and physical motion couldn’t be represented
until the photographic process was implemented and winged creatures fell by the wayside. The microscope and
telescope brought their own yet unseen micro-macro views of the world, and now the PC has revolutionized the
creation of art by giving us instantly an innumerable variety of views, perspectives, with imaginary and surrealistic
physical distortions of content.”
21
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Returning to Nodopaka’s more personal experiences, we discussed his having goals for a piece of art versus
allowing the work to evolve naturally. Nodopaka stated, “It depends on the purpose of the artwork. If it is a
commission or a work with ‘intent,’ then it immediately contains preconceived ideas, but I always leave room
for evolution.” And when considering a finished piece, what is the strongest influence: that on the art or on
the artist? Nodopaka speculated, “I imagine frankly speaking that my own art has brought only minuscule
changes. Some reasons are purely geographical and cultural changes pertinent only to myself. If anything I have
synthesized a multitude of schools. My most prominent achievement in sculpture and some two-dimensional
art has been of a metaphysical concern.”
When asked how he would typically choose a subject for a piece of art, Nodopaka said, “Since commercialism
was ever hardly involved in my art, I always felt free to do what I wanted at the moment of doing it. That
includes my photographic period, when at one point I knew where the sun would rise or set behind which rock
or when fog would roll in or out during any time of the year. Yes, I had my periods of ‘fixation’ if not obsession,
which included or excluded the presence or absence of anything manmade.”
And is it always like this for you? Nodopaka
confessed, “Some of my artworks now undergo
an intricate thought process of virtual painting
and hardly ever physically are executed. They are
of an indescribable peaceful meditative nature
where the eye meanders from point to line
to dissolving points describing archangels as
Kandinsky intended in the Spiritual in Art.”1
In addition to creating art, Nodopaka has served
as an art editor, judge, and instructor. He has
strong opinions about art in America: “Well,
American art began barely in 1917 with a
men’s urinal on a museum wall hung by a satiric
Frenchman who as a pun called it art. It gave
carte blanche for artists, which in turn started the
school of art about nothing. It quickly caught on,
as it didn’t require an ounce of academic learning.
In essence there has been no new art in America
since the 1920s; nearly everything that followed
in the following 30 years mimicked pre-existing
art. Actually, more was written by critics about
modern art than ever to explain it, who were
more enamored with their writing than the art
they were writing about.”
The conversation turned to students of art and what it takes to contribute to the world of art. Those who seek to
become artists, Nodopaka suggests, should be “educated in preceding art movements . . . and include the study
of humanities. I mean, why reinvent the wheel? Improving on it demands higher skills and pertinent creativity,
not original creativity.
23
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Grandma Moses had her place in history, but it could’ve been nearly any of hundreds of other naive artists.
It was the luck of her draw. Inventiveness is a different sort of creativity where the failure rate is greater and
requires self-motivation to persist despite all obstacles. One must self-pleasure in one’s achievement not just for
the sake of the financial reward that may or may not accompany it. It’s the satisfaction in a job well done that
the sense of achievement is its validation and that must be instilled through education.”
What Nodopaka considers an adequate
education in the arts and humanities
seems like an overwhelming challenge,
given decades of budget cuts to public
school programs in the arts. Is there any
possibility for a turnaround? Nodopaka
isn’t so sure: “I realized a long time ago that
our culture is not supportive of the arts. Art
in America consists basically in the selling
of apples and potatoes (i.e. it is a strictly
commercial enterprise). To have a cultural
society/civilization supportive of the arts,
it must be started at the grammar level,
no least, and have at least two generations
of parental similar background support to
contribute to a child’s development in the
humanities. At best I speak of a select two
percent that are presently art-savvy. We do
not live in a culture that allows art to be a
career.”
Nodopaka benefited from family support
himself, but he was also self-motivated.
He said, “Thanks to my father, an
architect-artist, who dragged me in every
museum and monument of stature upon
our vacationing in Europe from Spain
through France, Germany, Italy to name only a few. However, I was an inveterate reader since a young age and
massive reading during and past my schooling days.” Do we see such self-motivation in the current generation?
Nodopaka believes “it is abysmally disheartening that most college graduates read no more than a few books in
their lifetime and I bet it’s not art books to boot.”
We spoke of art students’ self-motivation and sense of personal satisfaction versus expectations of financial
rewards. When asked about his personal view of success, Nodopaka shared, “My greatest artistic success has
been to have relentlessly pursued the making of art in many of its forms in spite of financial or critical setbacks.
I was always a self-motivator and my livelihood never depended on making art except for a two-year period of
my life when it became an absolute bore to deal with commercial demands. I never was cut out to be a peddler.”
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To reiterate, Nodopaka is fearless—his art comes first. But not everyone has a handle on the secret of existence
like Nodopaka. Do students of art in America today perhaps give up, or give in to commercial temptations,
too easily? Nodopaka offered this viewpoint: “I don’t think art students give in; they expect a six-figure income
right off while other artists give it away. Art for art’s sake is not for the feeble of heart bent on even poverty level
living. So much for commercialism unless you’re executing company graphics art 8 to 5 for a paying employer.
Not that bad of a deal, remember Leonardo?”
What about passion? Does anyone know what that means
anymore? Nodopaka does: “As for passion for art, it goes back
to our youthful years. If we are not exposed to it in school,
home and public places, including at least some weekly TV art
programs, there’s little hope for any audience. The dilemma is
inside a squirrel cage. We start spinning for nothing and like
gunning a car with the clutch on we get nowhere. Besides, by
now after 55 years of nearly absent teaching in the humanities
in schools, contemporary art since then is about nothing; we lost
our audience as long ago, and I admit it does take something
called education. Nothing to sneeze at especially when one
graduates with a $100,000 student debt. Of course they could
repay it with one Pollock, but who needs more than one Jackson? Besides, one must be learned enough to
distinguish the degree of nothingness, as Sartre might’ve said.”

Lost education.
Lost art.
Lost audience.
Are we doomed?

Lost education. Lost art. Lost audience. Are we doomed? The conversation concluded with Nodopaka speaking
of the future of art in America: “No, we aren’t doomed anymore than the rest of the world was since New York
snatched art primacy from Paris. But what if those Europeans hadn’t come to the USA? As for the rest of the
art world, their art simply became invisible. I mean, why promote anyone else but our own? As to who will be
making decisions about future art in America: The same people who do art today and those who write histories
of art (i.e. the most powerful nations of the moment). Who else writes history! Would a popular consensus be
valid? If it were we’d still be at the cave art level, though, mind you, it took 25,000 years for it to be recognized as
modern art. And if there were a popular vote, how legitimate would it be since we already discussed the paucity
of art education in America. Forming an art Academy? It already has been done in America, France, Soviet
Russia, Germany under Hitler—and all failed abysmally for taking politics into account instead of art. Art is as
temperamental as an unpractical item. It just disappears from circulation.
The definition of art has been as varied and impermanent as there have been makers of art during every historical
life cycle. . . . I cannot speak for the next century about any particular nation, but I can speak for the next minute
about the next minute of evolution. The international intercontinental advent of mass instant communication
will cause art to meld through mutual influence. Ethnic original peculiarities will slowly disappear and chewing
gum will become the art of the future. What will emerge will be short-lived fads.”
1

Kandinsky’s book Concerning the Spiritual in Art (1910)
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David Flynn

The Woman Covered in Flies
The woman stood in the middle of the desert covered in flies. She was a skeleton with burnt brown
parchment skin. Her hair was shaved to a gauze. Her body in beige shorts and a red top was a skeleton. She
stared at me with intense blue eyes.
“My name is Dana,” she said in a New York accent. “It’s Hebrew for ‘God is my judge.’”
I told her my name, but she had no further questions. What are you doing in Israel? How do you
know Peter? What is the nature of God?
Peter got the directions to the tent from the woman covered in flies, then she followed us wordlessly.
He was a truancy officer for the local Negev school system hunting for a student who hadn’t appeared for
classes in a week. The settlement consisted of two rows of white tents in the beige dirt that stretched to
infinity in all directions.
“I can’t control the boy,” the mother finally told us when we appeared at the right tent. Dana
introduced us. “I don’t know where he is.”
The woman covered in flies walked us back to Peter’s car, an old Citroen, and at last turned to me.
“We will see each other again,” she said, like a command.
“She’s here to rediscover her Jewishness,” Peter told me as we bumped away on the dirt road. “The
other settlers don’t like her.”
We turned onto the paved road and soon came to a stop sign. Peter raised the shock absorbers, up
up up, then lowered the shock absorbers, down down down. He constantly adjusted them. In this lifetime, I
had kidded him, he would never find the perfect setting for the shock absorbers. I was just a fallen Catholic
American renting a cheap apartment in Mitzpe Ramon, and he had taken it onto himself to cure my intense
lonesomeness. Plus he was bored. His family had me over for Shabbat. There were no jobs in the town, built
in the middle of the Negev. Peter ran tours of the nearby Maktesh Ramon, a kind of Grand Canyon of the
Middle East, taught Hebrew to Russian emigres, drew kabala charts, was the truancy officer, anything. I met
a former surgeon from Moscow who was hoping to get a job as a street sweeper.
Knock knock.
“I am here,” she said.
“So you are. Come in.”
“No. Let’s eat.”
And so we did. Without the flies Dana was burnt flesh and ribs. I couldn’t tell if she was good
looking or not below that basicness. The eyes, bluer than the sky, blazed from their holes, but the rest was
only vaguely human.
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The Woman Covered in Flies (continued)
“So, Dana, whose God is judge, where do you want to have lunch?” I had been interrupted sending email to
my secular world back in America.
“That’s stupid,” she said. “There are only three restaurants in Mitzpe, and one is in a bar. You are
paying so choose the falafel stand, or the new Algerian.”
“Since I am paying, and since I go to the falafel place five times a week, I say the new Algerian.”
We walked through the streets of Mitzpe in silence after that. The buildings were all three to five
story, off-white stone. The first stories of most were open for winds from the Negev that stretched to the
horizon from my apartment windows. We passed the new billiard parlor, just opened by Russian emigres.
The place was scandalous, open on Saturday, the Sabbath.
“There is where the black Jews live,” I said, to cut the awkwardness. “A male controls the women. A
woman complains to Peter that she is being abused.”
“I don’t care,” Dana said. She had a walk like an Israeli army sergeant, arms swinging, straight ahead,
eyes on the target. “I only care about myself.”
We came to the restaurant, recently opened by Sephardic Jews from Algeria. A woman with a scarf
on her head greeted us at the door. “Would you like a table outside or inside?” I opened my mouth to say
inside, no flies, but Dana said, “Outdoors.” The second we sat at the plastic, wobbly, empty table, flies landed
on my arms, my legs in shorts, even my face.
Was she physically repulsive? Except for the eyes, yes. She had no breasts, no butt, nothing.
Something about the fact that she would allow herself to go so far over the edge physically was exciting
though, unusual, cut off from vanity. I was fascinated by how dead she looked, ready for the coffin.
I swatted away the flies.
“Don’t do that. If you let them walk around your skin, they get bored and leave.”
“I can’t do that. They tickle; they irritate; they’re unclean.”
“No they aren’t. Flies rule the world. They clean up the planet. When humans are gone, flies will
remain. God likes flies. Maybe God doesn’t like you.”
She didn’t look at me. That was something I had noticed at her camp. She didn’t look at anybody.
The meal was served by the Algerian wife, the lightest, airiest couscous I had ever had, and Dana just
looked at the plate piled with food. We talked. Where were you born? Me California, she New York. What
do you do? Me: nothing, getting over a divorce, trying to escape America, trying to see if I was a Catholic in
any way. She: nothing, getting over a husband killed in a car crash, trying to find myself. A cliché, but in her
case she needed to. Trying to see if she was Jewish.
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The Woman Covered in Flies (continued)
“My family was New York Jewish, sort of. We never went to Temple. I didn’t have a Bat Mizpah. I grew up
as kind of vague. Now I am 42, and I am trying to decide if I want another 40 years or more. What do I do
with them? My family is dead, except for a few cousins. I don’t have any money. I don’t have anything.”
“Think about suicide?”
“It’s an alternative.”
“I am 46, and pretty much in the same situation. Except I love life and see the riches. But what
riches do I want, and how do I get them? I have no money either. My family is dead. I’ve got a cousin who
weighs 400 pounds and sells used trailers. Aside from him I am alone. I was raised intensely Catholic, and
wanted to be a priest at one point. Now I’ve learned so much about other religions that I can’t be anything.
Even here I’ve been in the call to prayer in a mosque. I’ve been to Buddhist temples. Like I told a friend’s
rebbe: we both start with ‘there is one God’, then 400 years later you have a name for every hair in God’s
beard.”
“Maimonides,” she said. She hadn’t touched her food. She looked down at the beige dirt.
“I understand you are trying to connect with your Jewish . . . ancestry,” I tried.
“It’s not working. I love Israel, but I can’t believe in all the details. I don’t know what to do.” She still
looked down. “Visit. Talk. That’s all there is.”
“I don’t have a car,” I said, “but let’s talk.”
“Talk talk talk. I like being silent more now. At least I’ve learned that.”
“Me too. I am close to learning the same thing. We can be silent together.”
“Not sure that’s possible.”
The woman covered in flies simply stood up and walked away without eating a bite. I ate every
delicious bit, paid the bill, and walked back to my apartment. There was a note taped to the door. It was the
rebbe asking me to remove the mezuzah on the doorframe. It had been there when I moved in. “Since you’re
not Jewish,” he said, “it would be better.”
Sure.
Two days later I sat in the Be’er Sheva bus station. The gates were open aired, just a maze of pipes.
I sat waiting on a bench. Suddenly a squad of Israeli army vehicles entered the paved lot where the buses
parked. Soldiers in full gear herded us to the far side of the asphalt. Aside from those with guns guarding
us, a knot of khaki gathered right where I had been. Next to my bench was a brief case. I had noticed it, but
didn’t think twice.
“A nail bomb,” the man standing next to me said.
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The Woman Covered in Flies (continued)
And I had been sitting right next to it. Reminded me of the Israeli mailbox where the slot led to
a curving structure that bent the envelope to make sure it wasn’t a bomb. And the time I read the weekly
Jerusalem Times in English where the main story was a terrorist attack on Mitzpe earlier that week I had no
idea had happened. The four intruders were killed at the city limits, but they had come to create an atrocity
in the area where I had lunch almost every day. And the Arab boy with a rock in his hand at the end of a
street in Old Jersulaem, staring at me.
So I showed up at Dana’s tent. Peter dropped me off, smiling. I think he thought we were in love.
Not even remotely true. I just literally needed to see her again.
She was sitting on the cot that took up half the tent. She looked up, like I was a terrorist.
“O.K., it’s you,” she said. Then looked back at the book in her lap, the Talmud. She sighed. I had
interrupted thoughts.
“It’s me. And it’s you,” I said. Flies covered her. Flies covered me. “I want your opinion.”
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The Man in the Funny Hat
The man with the funny hat said only God knows the square root of pi, and He’s not telling.
The man with the funny hat said that because no whooping crane had ever caught whooping cough it
was okay to whoop it up every now and then.
The man with the funny hat said the big bang was really just a plain ol’ bang since terms like “big”
and “small” were relative and there being only measureable nothingness before the so-called big bang there
was thus no other bang one could prove the existence of so there being no other bang to compare the big
bang to there could logically be no way to tell the bigness, smallness, or mediumness of the big bang. Thus
for the sake of accuracy and precision of language we are required to amend the term “big bang” to “plain ol’
‘bang’” or finding that expression of the term too colloquial just “the bang” would do; moreover, the man with
the funny hat said, the same problem exists for words like “first,” “second,” and “umpteenth,” so claiming the
existence of a first, second, or umpteenth bang would likewise be problematical and therefore logically out of
the question. This was the new theory of relativity, he said. “Without language, can there be anything else?”
The man with the funny hat said it is further to Denver than by bus.
The man with the funny hat said that the literature of the Washo tribe of the Great Basin in western
Nevada represents the apex of exquisiteness in human literature.
The a/c in the room the man with the funny hat was speaking in went out. The man in the funny hat
began sweating like a sweat hog in a sauna, each droplet of sweat gathering into one big drop containing at
least one oxygen atom breathed in by every dinosaur and every human being and, in fact, every multi-celled
oxygen breathing creature that has ever lived. (My high school chemistry teacher told me that.) Each drop
then coursed down his face, paused for either two to three seconds along the line of his chin, then rushed
down his neck where it collided into his too-tight collar, dampening its starchy stiffness and transforming it
into cottony softness.
The man with the funny hat visited the restroom where he took off his hat and used a wash cloth
drenched in water running from the faucet at 1,847 drops of water per second to wipe his forehead. He
loosened his tie, unbuttoned his collar, wiped his neck and promptly fainted.
The man without the funny hat was rushed to the hospital.
After I finished cleaning the tables of plates, silverware, and crystal glasses, I clocked out. Before
leaving for home I visited the restroom. I found the funny hat. I tried it on and looked in the mirror. It did
not look better or worse than any other hat I had since I had no other hat to compare it to. So I kept the
funny hat. It does not look funny on me.
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My Side of Paradise
Look, you know how it is. You’re bored and restless on a Sunday morning, so you turn on the tube.
It’s too early for football, and you know if you put on cartoons you’re flat out going to have to fight the
kids when it’s time to switch over to the game. So you scroll through stations looking for something, for
anything worthwhile. Maybe a fishing show to check out what’s biting or to see if you can be tempted by the
latest lure, something like that. Plus the commercials on fishing shows are the best damn commercials on
TV. Well, that’s how it happened. Flipping through the channels by chance my eye caught sight of a good
looking high dollar girl. A man’s voice over proclaimed, “Jesus wants you to be happy!” The camera zoomed
in right at the high dollar girl whose smile let you know her parents probably paid for the orthodontist’s
Land Rover.
The camera moved back onto the preacher. His hair was perfect. “Yes,” he said, “Jesus wants you to
be ecstatic. Even if you cain’t spell ‘ecstatic’ he wants you to be ecstatic.” All that was needed was a phony
baloney drum roll and a thunk. A real comedian this guy was. “And the Lord God of all the heavenly hosts
wants you to be so full of joy you just cain’t contain yourself !” Now I have to admit that sounded like a good
idea to me. And if heavenly hosts were like the girl with the Land Rover smile, I’d be all in.
The preacher looked upward. A glitzy, baubled ceiling blocked the view of heaven—unless, of course,
you think of heaven as a glitzy, baubled ceiling. Man, if my wife had walked in and seen that ceiling all
sparkly she’d have been all over my case. “Since when did you start watching the home decorator shows?”
she’d’ve said, and next thing you know I’d be on the hook for a month of double shifts at work to pay for a
new kitchen. The preacher held his gaze for effect, then closed his eyes for another couple of seconds. He
was full of wonder at the goodness of God while I was full of wonder of at just how much it was gonna cost
me to “redecorate” the kitchen. Yep, if my wife had walked in at that exact moment and caught me watching
that show I’d’ve been done for, so I almost flipped the channel. The camera man must have been in crush
because just then came one more close up of Miss Land Rover. There was no sound coming out of the
kitchen, so I figured I was safe and with a lust in my heart that would have done Jimmy Carter proud I kept
on watching.
The camera slowly panned the crowd full of happy, serious faces. This was not a Grateful Dead kind
of crowd. Or to put it in other words it was the kind of crowd that was probably grateful Jerry Garcia was
dead and figured he was himself not so grateful these days down there in the sulfury pit. Now personally my
idea of hell would be pulling a month of double shifts to pay for a kitchen full of ugly ass backsplash, that
last word “backsplash” being a word I was forced to add to my vocabulary after I got married. Tile is tile, I
always thought. Not to some people, though. So in the name of peace in the valley I made the compromise
and have spent a buttload of useless Saturdays learning about backsplash. On the big screen I decided that
something about the man of God’s tie rubbed me the wrong way. I could put up with the pope’s robes or the
Shriners and their funny purple hats, but a perfectly knotted tie? There’s just something unnatural about that,
you know? No normal guy ties a tie that right.
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My Side of Paradise (continued)
Slowly the TV preacher lowered his head. “So many people do not understand that Jesus wants you—
each of you personally, each of you here and each of you now watching at home—to be happy. You know in
Isaiah 25:8 it is said, ‘the Lord God will wipe away tears from off all faces’ and in Isaiah 45:3 God says, ‘And
I will give you hidden treasures, riches stored in secret places.’ So you see God calls you by name to be really
and truly happy, and to have increase and abundance beyond all you could ever have dreamed.” The man was
sincere. He had that shtick really going for him. I started feelin’ the message. It was all beginning to sink
in. I began feeling it somewhere deep down inside. So I said, “Here’s to that” and popped the top of another
cold one.
The preacher railed on. After all, he had an hour to fill with no commercials to break the spiel of it
all. He told a real entertaining tale about his beautiful wife and how she had said if God took all the fame
and all the money and their beautiful home from them and visited upon them the trials of Job she’d still be
happy. Or “relatively so” her husband added. Monty Python he was not.
Then he said she said she’d know by the trials they were “honored with” that God still loved her and
her family. It was awfully nice of her to include the rest of the family in the trials of Job bit, I thought. Her
little boy gets bit by a tse tse fly while they’re gallivanting around Africa, her too precious little girl gets
swallowed whole by a Nile crocodile and then regurgitated (“It’s a miracle!”), and her husband’s gangrened
nuts fall off so she’s got a lifetime full of boring nights ahead and her husband the preacher is tellin’ us she’s
gonna hold her hands high singing “thank you Jesus!” The happiness of Job is something I could do without.
And it is definitely something I would not want to inflict on the rest of my family, even on my wife if she
went and selected the world’s most hideous backsplash without telling me. But to each his own.
My big screen cut to a close-up of the good man’s smiling wife. If you’re paying attention in church
there’s a lot of good looking women even if they aren’t in bikinis. If I’d seen a picture of this guy’s wife in
a magazine at the place where I get my oil changed, I’d have taken out my black pen and colored in a front
tooth or two, maybe angled in a nice Frankenstein scar above one of her brows, then thrown in a raggedy-ass
wart with some long scraggle hairs coming out somewhere above her lip just for good measure. It reminded
me of my high school drawing class where Mrs. Witherspoon once said in front of the class, “Monte, I don’t
think I’ve ever before had a student with such a talent for drawing warts.”
“God gives us all a special talent,” I’d replied, much to the delight of the class.
Mrs. Witherspoon knew when to cut her losses and never paid me another compliment for the rest of
the year.
The camera focused on the eternally smiling wife. I have to admit beauty like that could convince
you of God or the devil, depending on how such a gift got used. I’ve seen it go both ways. I’ll say one thing,
though, my wife Mattie stopped looking that way the day after we got married. I wondered if any animals
were cruelly used in the testing of that lip gloss, seeing as how I have such a soft spot for dogs. The man of
God sighed. I sighed, too. Now there was an example I could follow.
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My Side of Paradise (continued)
“Never—NEVER—forget to count your blessings every day and thank God Almighty for each and
every one of them!” the voice blared. So I counted. Two beers down, one in hand, three left in the six-pack,
and three or four more six packs in the fridge. That would be, let’s see, 21 or 27 blessings. “Hallelujah!”
I said and popped open two more beers, one for each hand. “Thank you, Jesus,” I said. “I’m living in a
land of abundance!” It was good to know Jesus died on the cross so that as a sign of his favor I could have
great wealth—or at least plenty of beer, which is something that will always be good enough for me. I was
beginning to have my mind opened.
At that moment the man changed the tone of his stumpwinder. “Our God tells us He is mighty. So
mighty in fact that in Isaiah 60:17 He tells Isaiah, ‘For brass I will bring gold, and for iron I will bring silver,
and for wood brass and for stones iron,’” and I got to thinking just how nice it would be and what wonders it
would do for my faith if the Lord should happen to swap my old beat up Toyota for a Mercedes Benz.
Naturally that got me wondering why at the wedding feast Jesus hadn’t turned the water into beer. I
figured it was probably due to the lack of refrigeration back then. But really, him being God and all, he could
have solved the problem if he’d really wanted to. Beer would have been better. Still, as miracles go it was a
good one. My favorite, as a matter of fact.
Mattie’s four year old boy Turnip came up whinin’ like he sometimes does for no reason other than to
get some attention. I downed the last part of my fourth beer. Turnip kept on blubbering about something I
really wasn’t all that interested in hearing about. “Turnip, can’t you see I’m trying to watch the man and listen
to the word of God?” Hell, the little runt didn’t even have sense enough to wipe his own runny nose. “Wipe
your nose,” I told him. He just stood there beside the armchair blubbering unintelligible sounds. “You’re
forcing me to miss the word of God,” I said and whapped him a good one across the forehead. Spare the rod
spoil the child seems to have worked pretty good for 3,000 years if you ask me, even if they say otherwise in
California. Then it occurred to me that my Catholic friend Horacio never spared the rod, the result being he
had a houseful of God’s little blessings running around the yard to prove it. I was beginning to feel a little
more favorable about the word of God.
I told Turnip to go back to his room and to quit letting his little sister beat up on him. “Toughen
up, little man,” I said, “and remember Jesus wants you to be happy. He doesn’t want you to be no simpering,
whimpering, sniveling, driveling cry-babying fool who lets his little sister go whuppin’ on him. You got that
straight? Now go to your room, quit your belly achin’, and let me enjoy the word of God in peace.”
I popped the top on one more beer so I could be even happier. I imagined heaven. I’d be sittin’ there
at the right hand of the Lord and ol’ Jesus’d be saying, “Monte, have I got a brew for you! Try this 15th
century Bavarian mead. It’s to die for—so to speak” and then—snap—he’d be handing me the best beer ever.
After a few of those my cup would be so ready to runneth over with an abundance of uncontainable joy that
I’d have to excuse myself for a quick trip around the corner. But then again, maybe heaven is a place where
you never have to pee. Or if you do, there’s never a line. Who knows? It was something for better minds
than mine to think about.
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My Side of Paradise (continued)
That preacher sure knew how to talk. I wish my team’s defense played the season with that kind of
fire in the gut. Then out of the blue I got to thinking maybe I’d get myself one of those “Honk if you love
Jesus” bumper stickers. I always honked every time I saw one of those bumper stickers. But you see it’s
always been my own personal joke. One of my friends who owns his own lawn and landscaping business
is named Jesus. We down a few now and then. I love him as a friend so I honk when I see that bumper
sticker and I go driving right on down the street, chuckling to myself for a block or two. Another little way
I entertain myself is sometimes when I get home from work and I’m pulling into the driveway I look at my
front yard and ask myself, “What would Jesus do?” and I’ll decide right then and there to trim the hedge or
mow the lawn.
One time Jesus and I were watching football and downing more than a few. The Lions were his
favorite team for some reason, even though he’d never been to Detroit. The Lions were playing the Saints,
which sort of has historical implications if you overthink it too much, so I teased Jesus about the game and
his name. “Jesus, everybody thinks you’re named after Jesus in the Bible, but I know the real truth. And the
real truth explains why you root for the Lions against the Saints.”
“What you sayin’?” he says. “What you telling me? My mother, she is a saint, it’s true—but I steel root
for the Lions. They are my team. Besides—the Saints—they always play dirty.”
“No siree,” I told him. “Your momma was a pagan. She named you after a Greek god. That’s why
your team is the Lions. You root for the Lions against the Christians.”
“What you mean? What are you telling me?” Jesus demanded. Like a hungry bass on the shady side
of the lake he had taken my bait, swallowed it in one chug.
So I told him, “Yeah, your momma was a pagan in disguise. She named you after the Greek god Zeus.
So every time she calls you she’s really saying ‘Hey, Zeus!’ and that’s why you root for the Lions. You’re damn
lucky a lightning bolt never came down to strike you dead!”
Jesus damn near fell off his chair he was laughing so hard. “I dreenk to that!” he said. “Ee’s a good
one!” He came back the next week for the Titans-Vikings game. He had told that line to his momma. She
had thought it was funny, but then making a sign of the cross she added, “but remember, my son, our God is
much more powerful than Zeus.” Then Jesus said, she made the sign of the cross again and said, “Remember,
too, my dear son, our God always gets the last laugh. You think about that and be careful when you tell your
jokes. You tell jokes on God and He thinks you’re not funny, it’s total bad luck. Years of bad luck. Bad luck
to your wife and bad luck to your kids.”
So I told Jesus, “Tell your momma I said that means the pressure’s on me to keep on telling jokes
that’ll make God crack a smile. And really, when you think about all the jokes that get told in the pulpit
every week, it’s not like God could have all that high a standard. So Jesus, you tell your momma that now
that I’ve taken the word of God to heart I am expecting increase and abundance, a new car in the driveway
and my fridge to stay full of beer. You tell her to wait and see. Remember, I heard it on TV.”
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My Side of Paradise (continued)
Now that I was thinking deeper thoughts I started asking myself much deeper questions, starting
with, “Does God have a sense of humor?” Most people never think about God’s sense of humor or if Monty
Python is going to hell for giving us the Life of Brian. Besides, God invented sex and what could be funnier
than that? Not that I’m complaining or anything, but, seriously, there could have been much simpler ways to
make babies. I mean, there’s the ways we do it, or you can go on YouTube and watch giraffes do it. You end
up thinking “no wonder giraffes are going extinct” and then wonder how they ever made it this far in the first
place. But then again sometimes you wonder that about the whole human race, too.
So I think God has to have a real funny bone if that’s what he set up for all creatures great and small
to have to go through to get it on. I considered calling the 1-800 number and asking if there were any really
good jokes in the Bible. I can’t recall any, probably because I don’t read it that much. It’s nothing personal
against God. I just don’t read anything that much, to tell you the truth, except for the sports pages on
Monday and the fishing report on Friday. I could picture Jesus reading the fishing report, though. He was
that kind of guy. And Mattie, she likes the coupons. I’ll have to ask her when we talk about religion if she
thinks Mary full of grace would have been a coupon clipper. Probably.
It was at the end of the show that I had, as they say in the biblical world, an epiphany. Maybe you
know that gospel song “Jesus Hits Like an Atom Bomb.” It was sort of like that. It hit me all at once and
I accepted the word of God into my soul. With just a few minutes before my football game came on, the
preacher quoted St. Paul’s letter to the Philippians. In Philippians 4:8 St. Paul writes, “if there is anything
worthy of praise, think about these things.” So I did.
Naturally the first two things that came to mind were beer and sex, not necessarily in that order. Then
there’s football. I began to realize that maybe religion had been getting a bum rap. I thought who’s really
to say what’s right or wrong? The U.S. Supreme Court, for crying out loud, hardly ever agrees on what the
words mean. I discovered that’s actually one of the things I like about religion. Everybody is free to just
have their own way of seeing things. This is America. If you’ve got a problem you just settle it with a vote or
walk away and start your own religion. It’s a free country. And you get a tax break to boot. I liked that line
in Philippians so much I had it tattooed on the inside of my right arm. Since then it’s made me feel totally
righteous and at one with the word of God. It’s a good feeling, to tell you the truth.
Following my atom bomb epiphany moment, I felt the Holy Spirit guiding me to my Raiders - Rams
game, so I switched the channel. The Holy Spirit put me in such a good spirit I called Turnip out of his
room. “Go get me another beer and bring us a bag of chips. You can sit on my lap and we can watch the
game together now that you’ve quit your sniveling.” The little twerp dragged his arm across his nose and
ran happily off to the kitchen to fetch me another beer. He’s a good kid, basically. Minds me most of the
time—unlike his mother who has, as they say, a mind of her own. But she’s worth keeping, too. Family
togetherness, that’s what I call it. Better backsplash and peace in the valley. That’s the name of the game
these days, the meaning of life.
Now I know I may not exactly be a biblical scholar, but there’s one thing I can tell you: God loves a
sinner. It’s a good thing to know.
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An Interview with Charlie Baylis

A Young Man of Promise

Erin O’Neill Armendarez, Aji Editor in Chief, went a couple
of rounds with poet and critic Charlie Baylis in search of Puck’s
magical flower. Earnest questions, dubious replies,
and (one might assume) a fair amount of gin
produced the following interview. Enjoy!
Erin: How and when did you realize you
were a poet?
Charlie: I am not a poet. Nor would
welcome being called a poet. I
think young writers need to
realize just how much work
professional poets put into
becoming what they are. Once
the label ‘poet’ slipped on the glass
tiles of the internet suddenly
any fool with a keyboard and a
twitter account became a ‘poet’.
I don’t think that’s fair. Please
call me a poet in 20 years
when I’ve achieved something
in poetry, for now just call me
a social worker (it’s my full
time job) and a young man
of promise.
Erin: How and where do
you find your inspiration?
Charlie: I find it comes
in all shapes and sizes.
Movie stars in glossy
magazines, being drunk,
Miley Cyrus videos,
Tennessee Williams
and F. Scott Fitzgerald,
Paris and Rome, Cuban
pop art, the surrealist
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movement, Sam Metz, all the million words I read. Poetry is everywhere, as Stephen Fry rightly points out...
for example, I once walked past a shop called ‘the emporium of dreams’. I never went inside, but I knew it was a
story immediately.
If all else fails I look at the sky. At home (England) this will most likely result in water falling on my face (rain),
in other countries I see majestic and awe inspiring shades of blue and white - this is always inspiring. Sunshine
sometimes happens in England too, sometimes, but not always....
Erin: You mention several canonical British poets (and Irish) in your book reviews. Which do you seek to
emulate, if any? Or to which do you feel most closely affiliated?
Charlie: It is very important to have influences but I’m not really comfortable with the idea of emulation, how
can you ever respect yourself as a writer if you emulate? That withstanding, there are several giants that I adore,
whose work I often return to. The Anglo-Irish ones are: Dylan Thomas, W.B. Yeats, Seamus Heaney, Elizabeth
Barrett-Browning, Ted Hughes, Auden (born English died American), Shakespeare, R.S. and Edward Thomas,
Charlotte Smith, T.S. Eliot (Born American died English (!)), Herrick, Donne, Raine, Jarvis Cocker, Stephen
Morrissey, Christina and Dante Rossetti. The spice girls (kidding!). Those guys are all fucking brilliant. I notice
my list is heavily male dominated, I’m sorry (perhaps its a wider problem?). Now on a negative tip, someone
who is not a canon, nor even a smashed water pistol, is Carol Anne Duffy (please don’t talk to me about Carry
on Duffy (UK Poet Laureate) unless you have a sick bucket to hand).
Erin: Can you explain your own writing process?
Charlie: No. A good magician never reveals his secrets. So neither should a bad one!
Erin: How do you know a poem is ready for publication?
This is a really difficult question and a very good one. I find myself a really bad self editor. I have no idea how
to be objective with my own stuff. I really need to get my head together on this, but it’s hard to be critical about
your own babies. Essentially: I don’t know. I just send things when I’m done with them. Often they are terrible
and they come back to me with a rejection note. Rejection is important. I don’t mind being rejected – Luke
Kennard told me that there are lots of knock backs in the poetry world, so it’s important to believe in yourself -take the blows on the chin. Joe Fraser did!
Erin: As a critic, you mince no words. Can you explain how you developed your approach to criticism?
Charlie: I have been writing criticism since I was at uni. That’s quite a loose term for some of the doggerel
that I’ve typed in my time. I wrote terrible music reviews for the school paper (inQuire!) ( that’s the University
of Kent - I was there with Ellie Goulding – and she’s a massive slut if you’ve ever wondered ;). Today I
write poetry reviews for Stride and Neon. They are two very good UK-based literary journals. I have strong
opinions. I am as nasty as I need to be. If one is not a fool, one does not suffer fools gladly. I don’t feel I have any
particularly obligation to be nice. Especially if the stuff I’m reading (it invariably is) is complete bollocks!
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Erin: Of all contemporary poets, which resonate most with your sensibilities? What, exactly, do you look for
in a poem?
Charlie: There’s this magic feeling a good poem produces. It’s hard to describe – a bit like hearing a great pop
song. Or looking at a beautiful painting for the first time. I think if you were able to explain it some of that
magic would be lost. I recently made top tens for my private journal (Senzo titola). I will share the tops 5s....and
have a search for Senzo on the net if you’re curious for the top tens. The list went like this:
(boys)
1) Don Patterson
2)Toby Martinez de las Rivas
3) Luke Kennard
4) Zhaffar Khan
5) David Harsent

(girls)
1) Annie Freud
2) Ruth Padel
3) Grace Nichols
4) Helen Ivory
5) Amy Blakemore

They were just UK writers. A few Americans I admire are Louise Gluck, Charles Simic, Lisa Jarnot and August
Klienzhaler. All wonderful poets.
Erin: What advice do you have for novice poets?
Charlie: Read a ton of classics and then get fucked up. Go mad for sex, drugs and
rock and roll. Do it as a lifestyle thing first, write up the poetry when you’re
blue in the face. Get really drunk on all of it, literature should be strong stuff.
Baudelaire told everyone to do the same thing (in French – which is more
beautiful). He wrote that you should always be drunk (il faut etre toujours ivre).
Novice poets, what are you waiting for? Have one on the house….
Erin: Anything else you would like to share with Aji readers about your life
and work?
Charlie: Dear Aji readers: life has its ups and downs, but the most important
thing of all I’d like you to know that I love you. Yes you, you and your
friends too, all of your good parts and all of your bad parts.
Love is the most sincere and important thing in life, it is what were
made of. I hope you feel my love. I hope you like my poetry, and if
you
don’t, I ‘ll try to cope. Thank you for your time. I owe you one.
Finally: Mac de Marco for US Poet Laureate!
Peace, have a great 2015!
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Ecce Homo
For Rupert Loydell
Dear Rupert I recently took a trip to your garden, in yr shop the emporium of shadows, it was rainy and grey.
Hope you get my letters, thanks much, erca. Xo c e b
The Emporium of Dreams is notbeing typed yet. Hurry up. . I ‘ve beteer fdnis. To do. As astra per x pff ,e thns:

1. U R standing alone on a white cliff. Snow falling out of your shoes. YR U scribbling alone in a black
cloud TMdlR? The triumph of no more blank clouds is an affront to a man who once answered 5 and a
half of your Questions. Sue him. Ruck them in the balls. Die, fellow poets, I am your mother.
2. Errr, (name withheld). Dear Lords, when I wrote that you were an ectoplasm, an inorganic organ, etc
I was wrong, you are an exogenous ectoplasm with bells on. Ring ring. Plenty more wine for me and
none for you stupid bastard, you can keep yr menswear supplement. Plenty more blank clods. Penny for
your thoughts, pauper When I’ve got a prize in my hands you’re a huge red bull eye with all hell about to
be let loose of my dart collection. (name withheld) take a bow.
3. Sean Borrowdale, though Dart is the name of someone we both admire and I admire you and your
poems about bees. IT is not Alice Oswald you should love; nor is it the Queen bee, the worst Laureate
of any century of bee. Golden honey poor f*cks - its sad love the black black bank on the back cover of
the next...ra ra.ra cut. I said CUT ---------------------------------------------------4. Sean, again, I notice the ocean changes at speed. I notice what you are holding as you go to Cambridge in blue letters on the Birmingham train. I notice my kindness has an effect on the ocean’s seep.
Lag tides untie…
$. Dear £ $ ETC. where is the Yen sign? Lag time. Where is the sick bucket?
4.3 (name withheld) (French for Death). The introduction you gave to the 4 of them was really sad
because I could tell you just wanted to talk about something else and that something else was not the
fact that you were being underwritten by a gang of losers who all got bullied at school and it made them
poets and if they were not poets with any kind of luck they would be sent to the Siberian wasteland and
made to read Kanitscky’s work. All of it is untranslatable and the fact that they don’t read all these great
who are untranslatable is disconcerting. Especially when RA is better at it then the person you are. I.E.
(name withheld) but I am.. Who ? anyone? Georgy bEst with Celadon Dion’s eyes? IDK. IDC.
5. Dear Poet Laureate. I read your last collection. When I said read. I said red. I meant red leaf fell.
6. I meant to say winced through. Lag tied earlier. Sometimes I wonder why nothing good has been
written since the Wasteland. When I look at you I realize why.
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Ecce Homo (continued)
7. I’d like to end this by thanking anyone who talked really loudly in the quite compartment when I was
typing - adding to my animalistic annime, annimososit; fuck it. That is mainly meant for you: bald man
with horrible soup. No one likes the smell of Grimsby, mouldy peas and comatose dwarf. STFU. If you
talk again I will nail you to a seal. Go Fish.
Thank you Rupert for reading my letter. All of my letter, every drop drooping with stolen gold. I am your
poet, mother. I am your poet, father. The title is Apple Powder Girls choke on Doom flavoured Lollipops. No
it isn’t.
Best wishes,
your greatest critic,
Charlie
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Primavera
There is perfume on the table Federica,
Flowers, pressed and in the letter
There is an offer of marriage – the letter is red.
There is less than the fountain, Federica,
Less than water, gushing out hymns; it remits
The babies I hold in my mittens, their moons - the letter is red
There are Archangels in October leaves, Federica
76 Eugene gardens, softer than the soft of soft love
There is an offer of marriage – from who? - the letter is red
Listen Federica, spring is ringing the leaflets – the juniper’s blue
Jumpers in a kiss of peace. The gusts shut out gusts
Over wuthering heights, the matchstick strikes – the letter is red
Our honey feet collide, each age an infant
Say yes – Federica – the letter is red - say yes.
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Winter Sonnets
“you have a handful of dry cement. a lost expression”
Luke Kennard
...but the fountain’s hands, Federica, are not white, not white like mine
or the music of snow as it sleeps in sleet. The Giants are playing away
Missing shapes that giants dream up. Winter is here Federica, if, only
The slow clocks kissed a pearl of December onto your melting lips
Onto my lips, we’d have danced in white over ripples of white, danced
like dust, whacked up with Geisha wings, in the white marrow of Kyoto:
We’d have been winter leaves Federica. The colours that left, the footsteps
Echoing up the garden path, whispering green tea and sycamore seed, wishes
Blowing where the wind once blew. Feathers - red wine pouring from the bottle
…but the fountain’s hands, Federica, are not white, and I, only I
Own these words. And even if heaven bled the ink of the stars, in purple
If I had rung your doorbell, Federica, your doorbells would ring
All white, Federica, chiming the morning cloud; chiming the virgins in church
Climbing up the white steps of sunlight, in snow, in ice. Climbing our winter:
I’m not in love, Federica, no, I’m not in love.
*
Everything is silent in the abeyance of silver; Winter
The phantoms pour minims down your throat; Winter
The North stars tortured violet twirl; it’s not real
I know that in winter, Federica, I must confess the world
Does not exist, a banjo stung by see-through strings, the moon’s
Soft cuticles are Helen’s ivory, the stone not split by the sun
As the sun does not shine. Tell me, Federica, tell me why
Do I pull off her French navy tights? Why are you not her?
Where is the waterfall that you led the water too? What did you
Do to me? A red rose strangled in anguish, bruised
Vanity. October balloons. I won’t tell you that I used to love you.
I won’t tell you that I told you where I would always be, Federica.
I am where I am: where the world has led, each letter in red
The red that does not answer, Federica, the red that does not ask
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Winter Sonnets (continued)
Into another country, and do it there,
We play in another house, what should we fear?
John Donne
This is the winter of our love, Federica. This is snow
Time in an hourglass, time the chime of the bells wintering white,
Time with a salt cube the sugar falling from the stars’ arms,
The white flames of nature’s fire, Federica, Alfalfa on the moon.
The glass he holds is empty. The glass that I hold is full.
Swan suns, the cyst of Saturn. No moons. No satellites. None.
Stupid spays of chemical rain, love-lights. The drinker at black heath
Valentines, the glass he holds is empty, FdR, the glass I hold is full.
But I will not disturb the flutter of your dreams with Nazi lampshades and Pluto
Because even if I don’t love you, Federica, even if I don’t really care
I’ll still breathe the river’s rolling gold; laureate, rolling the gold folds of your skin’s gild
In every season split like a star on an axis, Federica, spinning only for you.
Spinning red letters danced on by children in the sun. Wincing on my gravestone
Let me introduce you to the winter rain, Federica: there is none
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The Poets
“... and spoke the feeling for them, which was what they had lacked”
-- Wallace Stevens, “Large Red Man Reading” (1948)
So many of them write about
the ways of man and gods,
life as it ought to be—
their intricate stumbles
across various stages
their poems full of crucial history
or prophesies of our advances
anxious figures in brownstone
houses on some city block
or in a New England town
where critical thoughts abound.
Sometimes we catch a view
out a drawing room window
of lilacs and bees, garden
implements in red varnish
shadowy figures on a sloping
lawn, or inside, of a wife
in pain, children desperate
for heat or their father, a deathly
servant, beggar at the kitchen
door, sleepless beds with
nightmares, doubts, regrets,
resignation.
This is the sum of their words.
Out here, I can only sit against
a cottonwood, cool before the day
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The Poets (continued)
with a quarter moon above
listen to tiny scurryings of
a field mouse, a ruby kinglet
under brittle artemesia
smell my sage hands and
dusty skin, attend the sand
disturbed at night by running
feet, wait for the canyon wren
to begin its downward song—
Here we count for little
our words mere mirrors
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Words
Words are wind and shadow
gauze lighter than dawn
softer than heat rising from
white dunes, shadows of air
I can’t hold in any basket.
Dust on dry leaves means nothing
but words are everything we own
though they are weightless—
I can’t touch the oranges of dusk.
Words are heavier than meteors
that tear holes in the night and
disappear again like arctic
currents suddenly calmed.
I count them, list them
collect their blooms and seeds
save them for winter as I would
gather the harvest of dry husks
rubbing them in my palm.
Words grate without music
noise without rhyme
invisible they fall on yellowed
grasses and are swept away.
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Bo Tree Obituary
Ficus religiosa – fig - Bo tree
From bodhi
– the enlightened.
“…of all trees, I am the Peepal…”1
Young Peepal need nourishment.
And get it anywhere.
My terrace Peepal’s roots grew down our sewage hydrant
In hot humid companionship,
Fetid intercourse that would finally lay waste,
And devastate discourse.
Existentially,
John Doe has seven chordate leaves
With sharp elongated tips
On two stunted wiry branches.
No fruit - not green, not purple,
No exuberance,
Status quo ante
Through dust and hydrant must.
Now this hydrant must go.
Grey plastic will replace cast iron
No more rust, no more lust,
No more heat, no liquor amnii,
No illusion, no lie, Bo tree will die.
The mason refuses this uprooting chore.
His religion forbids murder.
He suggests I should recruit
Other murderers
To kill you, tree.
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Bo Tree Obituary (continued)
Today is Vishvakarma day.
Vishvakarma – artisan of the universe;
Our artisans are on holiday.
An eerie silence has arrested the havoc
Hitherto wrecked on our humble abode,
And our humdrum lives.
Today, tree, I will uproot you slyly;
And put you out to sun to die
So that my house is henceforth dry.
“I am Time grown old to destroy the world…” 2
1
2

Quotation from Gita 10:26, as interpreted by the author
Quotation from Gita 11:32, as interpreted by the author
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Elegy to a Flush Tap
In India, we still don’t use toilet paper. Mostly.
People like me,
Who have polluted themselves by crossing oceans back and forth
May have strangely regressed to the unhygienic practice of wiping their ass.
But as widely reported,
Six hundred and fifty million still defecate in the open.
We the fortunate, on the other hand, pass refined and cultured stool.
With a little help.
Look at my toilet seat.
This ‘water-jet’ seat-attached appurtenance is progress.
My father sent me to an Irish Christian Brothers’ School
And I recited “….lend me your ears…” bare-throated,
Learnt to cover my Macaulay ass.
Now, how can I go out into the fields?
Therefore, my ‘inclusive-India’ babies,
Let the river wash your backside no more;
You’re educated now and part of a United Nations programme;
Bring the river into your bathroom on tap,
Let it lap.
My ‘jet’ has been with me for seventeen years.
It has washed my rebellious forties alcoholic bum
And aged with me, wrinkled with me.
My gyrations have changed
With my sciatica, male menopause, with the
Horribly fast metamorphosing commerciality of my newspaper;
But the jet remains true and intense.
If anything, it has gained in intelligence,
Like computers do, and generations who are not malnourished anymore.
It probes with increasing vigour contours that only age can create;
It has adapted to my vegetarianism and the consequent bovinity
Of my excretion, it understands that nowadays, in addition,
I need a water-massage.
But lately, we are renovating. One last time before death,
Senility or painful lingering smelly disease.
May God bless us in this sinful day and age of warming,
Drought and rising oceans.
Before the jet abandons us, we are abandoning it.
This I lament.
A hand-held sprinkler will henceforth dust our backsides
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Elegy to a Flush Tap (continued)
With little water, much silt, directly pumped into Delhi
From the holy Ganges, no less.
Project named after our deposed Italian queen.
We are truly global.
For bequeathing to our children in Silicon Valley,
And their children born into Kaiser Permanente,
We still have traditions – “wash your ass, don’t wipe”.
We will spend our summers with you darlings, insurance permitting,
And eat your backyard peach. Don’t worry.
The jet will come with me to East Bay, to preach history
So ancient that it was paper-free; preach a future so modern,
That it will clean and sanitize with chip, embedded in thought.
And then, when the jet is finally done,
I will cremate it, recover the brass, smelt and re-use it for ornament. Or poetry.
And write on its epitaph,
“Born 1995 – Smelted 2015 - Faithfully and intelligently cleaned much upward-mobile ass.”
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Mother of Dyaus-Bhishma1 (Son of Ganga)
your ancient home, your auspicious friendship, O Heroes,
your wealth is on the banks of the Jahnavi

She travels heaven, earth and netherworld.
For them whose doors she flows,
Of what sweetness is the water of wells?
A dwarf atop our universe pierced
With big toenail, crust;
Watery causal milk washed
Saffron dusted lotus-feet
In thought word and deed,
All pulling to earth her breasts,
Descending on Shiva’s head strong,
Trapped in matted hair,
Held safe to prevent being crushed.
Mother of breasts to smithereens,
Running here and there, our innumerable stories,
Our voluptuous teens.
Dumb river, your monsoon opacity annoys me;
So full of dead bodies, flowers and flickering light
In fragile earthenware; you are so full of yourself.
At Wheeler, I bought “The Art of War”
For reading on the train.
Along with your flotsam, I give you war;
Harmonica fights, cymbals in lamplight.
Conflict spirit – my dray horse scratches ribs
Against your robust banyan, complete with root,
Tree extending tendrils, progeny, culture, faith.
Worshipped with curcuma, kumkuma2,
The ‘showing’ of lamps, un-widowed,
Myriad drum beats for dissonant lepers, mendicants,
Forgoers, forgivers and artists of legerdemain.
River, you are so muddy in the rain.
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Notes for Mother of Dyaus-Bhishma1 (Son of Ganga)
Bhishma - In the Mahabharata, Bhishma, grand uncle of both Pandavas and Kauravas, was the eighth son of
Kuru King Shantanu -- blessed with wish-long life and sworn to serve the ruling Kuru king. Son of the river
Ganga, a great example of devotion and sacrifice, an unparalleled archer and warrior, he once fought his own
guru the mighty Parasurama and defeated him. He also handed down the Vishnu Sahasranama (the thousand
names of the supreme lord) to Yudhisthira (the Pandava king) when he was on his death bed (of arrows) in
the battlefield of Kurukshetra.
1

kumkuma – vermilion mark. Haldi-kumkuma (curcuma-vermilion) is a marriage ritual handed down
through the ages. Vermilion is first applied to a woman by her husband on the day of her wedding and the
ceremony is called Sindoor Dana.
2

After this, she must apply this vermilion every day in the parting of her hairline. The parting of hair with
vermilion colouring it red, becomes symbolic of the ‘river of red blood’ -- life. When the sindoor is removed,
the river becomes barren, dry, empty. The wiping off, of sindoor is very significant for a widow. She breaks her
bangles too and is shorn of all ornamentation. Many women will remove their nose ring and toe rings as well.
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Scaffolding
Scaffolding imprisons Lucifer
In this renovation epoch;
We are attempting to lend him shine,
Give him light.
Light, burning bright,
Crisscrosses networked bamboo,
Dead logs. Hemp knots knaves
And bishops.
This floor is a helter-skelter game we play.
This ceiling is yet hearsay.
Here and now, from scaffolding,
I squint up, to thin wavy tiger-shadow,
Wet with the fear of sweat.
Blind glow-worms cuddle armpit hair,
Drip, weep and inevitably birth.
We are fleshing a cope,
A skeleton, with free-falling mirth.
On our walls, we exaggerate shadow star
Our ‘monk in a cowl’ and his grim walk.
He is the bringer of our dawn.
His electron-lantern treads old scaffolding.
So that we have lattice-light for dead geckos,
Spread-eagled, outlined with impersonal chalk;
So that we can cope,
Master, minimize, tolerate
Hanging from this scaffolding,
On Lucifer’s morning.
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I Dreamed
I dreamed of five things which trembled:
The petal of a rose floating through twilight
A chasm in the sea as a mountain grew
A dart of light through an eyelash at dawn
Eve’s blond hair in her first breeze
Someone meeting someone else.
I awoke, angry at my dream, afraid.
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Repast
Globules of gravy
sweat out
of my 2-lb hunk of beef.
Cattle nuzzle close in the fields.
I imagine Jake the Butcher,
my neighbor in the next tier,
as he hacked out this slab,
one more jab
towards his release.
No salt peter needed,
at least not this round.
The onion grass spoils the cow’s milk.
Peas float in the red,
like balls of soft gangrene
as I spoon them,
compulsively stir and re-stir,
watching whether the pepper and butter
can brown the blood.
Over the barn door at home
a browned stripe hexes.
It won’t work. I rub the blood
with the hard bread,
but the blood drools off.
I break the bread
and sop it.
Jamie had a hard-on
as he swung
from the barn rafters.
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Repast (continued)
No blood now.
I will not have blood!
Not a bone was broken.
No bone will be broken.
Crickets made a low din
in the predawn.
My electrocutioner comes.
No bite left.
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Shakespeare Seems Wrong-Headed in Sonnet 116
His boyfriend ‘WH’ has lost interest and Shakespeare
(or ‘the speaker’ if you prefer) is trying to get him back.
He boasts to the boyfriend that he alone understands love,
that his love sticks it out even when the boyfriend’s love does not,
that his love does not alter even though the boyfriend’s does.
In several other sonnets Shakespeare reminds the boyfriend
that with his writing skills he is giving the boyfriend immortality.
Given that Shakespeare’s died in 1616, he has at least a start
on proving his point.
But would you be prompted to love someone if he argued
‘Love me because I will make you known 400 years from now’?
It appears he did not persuade the boyfriend.
I’ve known Sonnet 116 by heart now for 60 years,
having memorized it at 15. It’s in the class of 1 Corinthians 13
and it goes the BCP one better with its fabulous amplification
of “for better or worse, for richer or poorer, in sickness and in health...”
Norma Shearer noticed that her maid stood in the wings
watching her play Juliet night after night.
She asked her, as some sort of tabula rasa,
“What do you think of the play?”
“It’s interesting,” the maid replied,
“but people don’t really talk like that.”
“True,” Ms. Shearer said,
“but they would if they could.”
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A Religious Experience
I could do with a dollop of Jesus to shine up my soul
but how would I explain Mr Buddha and his monks
having green tea
under the arches
in the rain that falls in disbelief ?
then the other guys would complain,
stage blinding-light protests
and remove
my breasts, my teeth
and my dog which has kidney problems because I fed him grapes
idols and big-book bookmarks colour my train tracks
leading to non-profit profit sharing
and the three wise guys
who fed the donkey bullshit
and fled with my cache of Red Bull
I don’t believe the believers anymore,
their whites are soaked in blood,
the butts of their guns
are big buts
and no-one will talk unless they talk last
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Spring in Southern Brazil
Sweet flowery scent of peach
Fig jam cooking at the neighbor’s house on an iron pot
Minas cheese1 with guava
The smell of burning bush coming inside of the house
Children playing in the puddles
Green grass coming alive
Sun reappears next to the rainbow, raising aroma of nature
People walking on the trails
on the streets
or just sitting, arms crossed, resting them
on the windowsill watching life pass
1

Minas cheese is the name of the cheese from Minas Gerais
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Immortal Toucan
A black feathered bird
invited to travel to
a place never visited before,
immortalized by Slonem’s strokes.
Colorful feathers
flying above the river.
A humid place full
of songs never heard.
Deep greens.
Light greens.
Greens.
There is a song in the silence of night.
Darkest nights.
No light would ever reveal what his paintings could.
The greatest beauty of birds,
making music in the air.
Forever.
For those who never went to the Amazon.
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Daydeam Under the Avocado Tree, Orchidland
She pauses underneath the sun, middle-aged Spring lusting after her shoulders. With flushed cheeks, she lies
down on the grass under an avocado tree and stares into the leaves meshing around crimson fruit. Mynahs
and sparrows shout out to one another, and no language she hears comes close to hers. Tiny clouds drift
across the sun. Her hands itch, not that any tangible thing touched them. Sitting up, she pulls a bottle
of rum from the backpack beside her, uncorks it, and takes a sip. A sigh slips through her lips as she lays
back, the bottle placed upright against the trunk behind her. Her hands itch still. Her knees itch now too.
Air cools as she sighs again, no voice heard translatable. Night comes. As she lets her body relax, she takes
another sip from the bottle and licks her hand, satisfied for sleep.
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Mauna Kea, Mauna Loa
They played it once before, mountain voices wiring through the snow. Two towns down. Theirs was a
backdoor break in, salamander through the dog flap. A cup of water and a cigarette between, teeth smooth
from brushing. Excavators, or instigators, pin maps, draw lines, brush dust from blinds to see sun, but only
white comes. Those two, just like all those before, one older than the other, shorter, double-sex admittedly,
raiders of islands, drinkers of liquor, they saw what trees bleed and cities crumble to. Coffee settles in the
bladder pushing remnant contents. Urgency for departure rises like footfalls through a front door singing
minor keys at various octaves.
Streets ring oroborus, a mixture of all edible parts, crowds clamoring inequities, their clay ranks multiplying.
Then the rains come continuing on four months strong. The throngs melt into rivers coiling through the
two’s toes still undiscovered, veins richer than ever, hair fanning, flesh taut.
Underestimated among gardenias, wild roses, and jasmine, they lay joking what they took and will take.
Unable to be belittled, they need no one else, only the two should suffice.
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Weighing Hawaii, Wet Side Districts, 2010
Laid down, sight betrayed your rhythm drummed in a hum of small town back-island delights: that’s
where the girls hide, the ones white boys want. That’s the jazz of it. When water calms, there’s surf to be
accumulated composing competition standards for the planet, a speculation of painted pointed boards doused
in wax. Push electricity with salt until flush; that’s when an island shifts into café eclectic balancing dozens
of drinks and no virginity.
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Swan Song
Stopped cold
With a sparrow on his shoulder.
Stopped short
With a sorrow to remember.
At a loss
I have found
That most endeavors
Are not worth the time
Or the effort.
All the same
She cries
And all the rivers flood
All the same
She whines
And all the fruit falls off the vine.
A thousand days and nights go by
And I still won’t know how to deal with this.
A hundred possibilities.
Only one reality.
An empty train
An electric fence.
Dead or alive;
I thrive on impossibility
I’m pitching electricity
With a smile stapled on.
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Darren Demaree

Step Twelve: Loss
Violet
gone
white
& yet,
we are
precisely alive
without
more
creation.
Those
that did
not last
could not
last
& they
fought that
final art
with confusion
& anger
& those bolts
that vanished
with them,
collapsed
as a second
collapse,
like they were
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Darren Demaree

Step Twelve: Loss (continued)
living stars
finished
in the firmament.
Now, now
again
they are
missing.
We miss
them,
their push
in our backs
lasting
one second
deeper
so it felt
like casting
off. When I
see you,
closer now,
I see who
is not there
anymore,
because you
look lonely.
You could be
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Darren Demaree

Step Twelve: Loss (continued)
alone,
but your age
(which is
any age)
tells me
not
that you’ve left
completely,
but that you’ve
been left
completely.
Strong being
you are
forward,
even in slumping, you
have angles
of an animal
that flies
when declared
a bird.
I want
you
to be
a bird,
but if wings
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Darren Demaree

Step Twelve: Loss (continued)
are too much
offering
for your slanted force,
allow
the holes
of the missing
to be filled
with light.
You won’t
be flying,
but the glory
will be
enough
to expand
the words
we use
about welltended
beings.
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Reed Venrick

The Water That Flows
even fifty miles from shore
you may dip a bucket in the Atlantic
and raise to your lips, a cup of water
still fresh from the Amazon
even after she forgot
what made her happy enough
to skip along the beach
--Ilha de Marajo
the happiness goes on
after the memory forgot
like the vein that flows into
the body floating with salt
the source comes from far away
a place so far you will never know
a trickle of spring from a mountain spring
so high in the Andes
she will never go
but what she would never forget
the melancholy that flowed deepest
drifted down below an ocean of brine
and yet land was seen
even fifty miles away
the happiness of youth
growing wild in sea oats
and among babasu fronds
waving from shore
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Reed Venrick

When a House is Not a Home
an abandoned house
no longer lived in for long
the roof will find a leak
and when not turned and oiled
the locks rust
the nails cannot hold fast
shelves that buckle
and warping doors
and somewhere there’s a leak
the mold grows in the attic ceiling
and on the basement walls
and behind bathroom doors
and leaves collect in the drains
the broken window
from a growing branch
in the rainstorm
and the mice that pack
and the bats clinging
inside the chimney flue
the spiders, termites, ants
that live on rotting wood
and the molding carpet
and the furniture creaking
from lack of use
the structure, a human built
but for a house to be a home
it must be lived in
or the ghosts will find a way
to make their earthly form
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Bruce Wise

Self-Portrait in a Convex Kettle
Dic Asburee Wel
“I effuse my flesh in eddies...”
		

--Walt Whitman, Song of Myself, LII

As youthful Parmigianino did it, the right hand
is bigger than the head, thrust at the viewer, swerving and
protecting what it advertises. John Ashbury too,
verbose, diffuse, brought his distorted head into purview.
Here at the stove, I’m boiling water, making some green tea;
and what I notice in the kettle is a view of me—
not that becoming—hips that spread across the kitchen—wide—
gigantic pecs exploding—huge glute lobes on the back side—
and overall, the picture of a man—from where I stand—
who ‘s flabby, floppy, blabby, blobby, hardly great or grand.
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Steve West

Contemplating Wendell Berry, Rilke, and Zen on the Banks of the
River
“make a place to sit down.
Sit down. Be quiet.
...
Of the little words that come
Out of the silence. . .
Make a poem that does not disturb
The silence from which it came.”
Wendell Berry
When a semester is finally finished,
I always sit quietly for two weeks or so.
I’ve wasted too many words, more than my share.
So I will sit
And listen.
To wind, rain, time.
And dread the day I must
Break this vow, return
To a classroom where I fear
I profane a million words.

. . .who keeps innerly
silent the roots of speech.
Rilke
Ask me about silence
As it should be,
With only the song of birds,
Hum of bee, wind through leaves.
No chug of car or tractor, no
Slamming of doors, no
Querulous voice of humans
Or obscene rasp of cell phone
Break the silence.
A mockingbird nearby
Insists on quiet.
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Steve West

Contemplating Wendell Berry, Rilke, and Zen on the Banks of the
River (continued)
“The quieter you become,
The more you are
Able to hear.”
Zen wisdom
This night,
I can’t get any quieter, I think,
But I will concentrate.
There’s surely something
More to be heard.
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Steve West

The Wannabe Chinese Poet Spends a Day on the River
Once again I seek silence,
but the water runs;
a bird mocks me.
Somewhere a tree falls,
and yes, I hear it.
This time I find silence
Sitting on a boulder.
The shadow of a hawk
Makes no sound; silence
Approves, nodding as if to sleep.
The night is only silent
For short periods, like
Someone opening a door
And then closing it as lightly
As possible.
I listen intently, fearing
I’ve missed something important.
It’s all important.
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Shimon Palmer

The Ice Inside
part those thick
walls of healthy
red flesh
let your hungry
hand slide deep
down into the beating
heart and touch, ever
so gently, the hard, blue
ice that lingers there; still
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Shimon Palmer

Cry
almost heard
an eerie music
through the night
is that the echo
of my cornered soul
weeping from some parallel
universe?
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Mark J. Mitchell

Working Weekend
The motel key was metal—never gold
but close enough. It bent in locks and jammed
lost doors. It said: She does just what she’s told.
She’s not a fancy girl. All her blue plans
curl back up into tight but not neat rolls.
She can’t read them when she spreads them out flat
across her tilted desk. Her sins are cold
and dull, so there’s no need to diagram
each one. They’ll find her anywhere and seek
forgiveness—coy as lost flowers and twice
as grim. Every avenue knows her feet
just tilt on cracked heels. Her soul’s neatly sliced—
she’s like a frog cut open on a flat
tray with a key to some room. She won’t sleep.
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Mark J. Mitchell

Wild Parrots
The parrot speaks Latin. His accent
is Chinese, blending scholar and sailor.
He drops verbs like sesame seeds.
Still, you listen, lean in close
for each squawked word. He might
answer your question. He has powers—
Or so you’ve heard, and the power
of Latin to curse—those flat accents
ordering fate. We all know the might
of that tongue. That’s why sailors
swear in words they learned close
to their cradles. Words are seeds.
They know that. They know that seeds
sprout and evil can sprout and that power
can force the wild water to close
over them, sealing away their salty accents.
They are a cautious lot, those sailors,
afraid of what is and whatever might
come to pass. That noisy parrot might—
remember the parrot?—miscrack some seed
bending his beak, then screech a poor sailor
onto a broken rock where no power
is strong enough and the only accent
to the air is salt, splashing too close
to his face. No. It is better to close
the cage, cover it. Allow the might
of deception to work. Let darkness accent
the day. Fill his box with white seeds
so the bird can find them. Turn off power,
shut the doors. Let all the sailors
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Mark J. Mitchell

Wild Parrots (continued)
leave the shore. Put the parrot up for sale or,
better yet, free him. Just forget to close
the latch. Even a cracked beak’s power
could be enough to shake it loose. He might
never notice, may be transfixed by birdseed,
but there’s a possibility of ascent:
A Latin sailor, newly landed, might
find him close to a city, feed him a seed
and wield the power to curse his accent.
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Mark J. Mitchell

Romance
Robert Schumann, Davidsbündlertänze
The piano paints
Miniature portraits
Of a dead man’s dear friends
In dotted notes and trills.
One by one
Stars wink out
Taking his reason prisoner.
Tonight is haunted
By melody,
By trembling meaning
Controlled by the treble hand.
Tonight, the weight of music
Is enough to keep
Even ghosts earthbound.
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Mark J. Mitchell

Day Labor
Without her asking, clocks unfolded their
unyielding numbers—laid them out to dry
like stiff points off a compass. She tried not
to watch them—they were dishonest—they stared
her down. She collapsed her defense and caught
them like diamonds that learned how to fly.
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Mark J. Mitchell

Homage to Magritte
A door opens in a window
Below the stairs. Panes of glass
Cover this floor like tiles,
Reflecting the window with a door
In it, lodged between cage wires.
At seven o’clock a train arrives
At the perch, then leaves
Through the glass floor, dragging
A trail of smoke spiraling
Through a window. Close the door.
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Oiswarya Das

Smoky Mountain Top
There she dances, the mad woman
illustrious white haze in blue sunshine,
romanticized evening of the perfect day,
whiskers wet in whiskey droplets,
cigar smoke, smoky mountain top.
There she slips, the maddening curse,
occurs to be an accident,
romanticized dawn of the perfect day,
whiskers still wet in whiskey droplets,
Bones burning in heaps,
smoky mountain top.
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Oiswarya Das

The Artist Sets Fire
Devoid of universal appeal,
the artist declined the offer,
set his body on fire.
He saw demons,
imaginary, yet lethal.
What art did his head conceive!
An inspiring tale of inward movement.
Within every core are
hells expanding, ever conquering,
everything that we call art.
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Manal Abdallah

Mysterious Sea
Fish
Wriggling
Their way,
Fetching some weeds.
Some algae grew,
Waving, they come and go.
The shells
Being shed
Near the seashore,
The sea,
The mirror of the blue
Sky,
The sky that
Monet
Drew
With the brush of
Light-The cries of birds,
The chants.
Sea…oh sea…!
You know my
Sea-farer,
You do,
A man
Like no other.
So…
Be gentle
This time. Let us
Drown our sadness
In your waves.
Let’s
Imagine the mermaids
Dancing
And combing their golden
Tresses.
Sea…
Shed your oysters
Near me
So I can make a
Pearly chain-94

Manal Abdallah

Fleeting Serendipity
Humming bird in a book about to escape,
The wings flutter, the eyes
Dilate..Being so small
Made it easier. Buzzing as it freed itself
From the old crumbling pages,
Humming bird near a flower
Sipping nectar. Happily I wonder how it hovers
And will hover still.
Freedom suits it well. Iridescent colors,
Indigo. Green patches of red,
Some white, too. Making its way to another flower. . . .
Humming bird pin, to adorn a cotton
T- Shirt yet…still as it is, beauty is in every corner
In Frida’s1 paintings as well,
Fleeting serendipity, fearless, fragile, delicate. Bee-sized bird,
Humming bird in a book
Beside it scribbled: The joy of the heart
Coming from nowhere!
1

Frida Kahlo
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Manal Abdallah

They Painted Klimt on the Shambles of Syria
How much time
Will it take
To know
That it is our culture
That is under threat,
Not some oil
Nor gold hidden in some vault-Gustav Klimt a stamp
Of some Western civilization
On the ruins of a Syrian building
Tearing down years of civilization,
A witness to the
Urge to destroy,
Oldest of cities crumbling
Under the attacks of the West.
How many a time
Will we permit
Our history to be painted
By a Western brush
And borrow
The Western paint.
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Robert Vaughan

Dover Revisited
Notes of sadness
Sounded on a lyre
Pebbles worn smooth
By breaking years.
What is it that gleams
And is gone?
Lover’s call in a soul’s night
Or a repeating code
Without translation
Received by sensors
In an empty room?
The tide withdraws
But always returns
Leaving shattered fragments
Gleaming on the strand.
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Robert Vaughan

Foresight
To follow the line
Means tracing a circle,
Spinning out as it cycles down
Returning to different places
Each time the same
Moments undisturbed
By footsteps in the twilit hall.
Echoing only the silences
Of previous passages
Forgetting everything remembered
The rings tighten
Spinning me from room to room
Following the footsteps
Sounding just ahead
Around the spiraling bend.
And if I grasp the one
Rounding that next corner
Lay my hand upon his shoulder
And pull him round to face me
I will look him in the eye again
For the first time
Then
I can tell him of dark spaces
Opening up beneath his feet
As we fall together.
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Robert Vaughan

Meeting Uncle Walt
Such surprise in his voice
You were right
He said
When I spoke it
I knew it
And it was mine
His classmates stir uneasily
Already jarred
By the mockingbird’s bleeding throat
They recoil further
Tugged from shuttered complacency
Jostled by the dissonance
Of an honest voice.
They right themselves quickly enough
Filing him in rightful place
Marked with knowing smirks
Further review unnecessary.
Their drawers slide closed
And we are alone
Cradles overturned
Capering on the beach
Crying out to the circling gulls.
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Martins Iyoboyi

Birthday Message
One for celebration, today arrives;
the twinkling chance has faded
into the murk of the gliding moment,
and the bells ring in grief.
Mockers sneer with tongues of evil,
dead hopes lose count in the brain-hopeless abyss mocks the progress.
Sing, sing, a message for you
finding your heart a bliss in belief,
woes nearer by fading minutes.
Messages bitter and true,
street-deaths, hanging news,
proscriptions of the estate,
men and women in tears.
A shrill call for sanity
echoes from countless lambs
falling in each other’s suspicious gazes
with betrayals from the crowd –
the lamb hunted, harmless, armless
waiting for the smiling steel.
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Martins Iyoboyi

The Road to Lybam
Groans siren among the fledgling
Leaves, footfalls caress rain-kissed
Earth that tempts the air with aroma.
The nearby brooks connect night
Dream saplings with verdant blades
Moaning as footfalls hit the bend.
Evening and fear stray through
Mysterious woods of the heart, the
Sinew paddles break harmonies, thuds,
When fretful voices bellow around.
Night and deepness sleep in
Amorous malady, the restless
Eyes fear tomorrow’s burden.
The night’s ominous bird breaks
Night’s peace with stentorian omen,
Sings a dying dirge where grief ’s
Luxuries await the crypt of dawn.
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Martins Iyoboyi

The Journey
Peace! My vessel whizzes on
Upon the dark, dismal sea;
A master star hangs upon
The furthest side of the deep.
At my back an expanse stands
When grey stars are spent and used;
May I see the other bank
Aft the expense of my tool!
Other rafts do around mine
Spread their sails on life’s great gulf;
I am spent of all my time
Wishing rest from the daily toil.
Yet stands my star far and dim
A speck in the distant curve.
O God, guide my weary ship
Safely to my lowly world.
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Andrew Bowen

Dirge
A clown performs and dreams it’s tragedy;
in class I stand to mumble arcane lore
(a lovely girl’s eyes mock the night before);
the audience laughs at the comedy.
The clown plays on – he doesn’t know better –
a brave man racing on a sea of wine,
a serpent loathsome and vile on the vine,
but Eve and Adam laugh – they know better.
The class laughs for I gave the wrong answer
and in despair I want to take the moment
in glad, strong hands and ride until it’s spent,
but wisdom says: “Not her nor her nor her.”
For it’s erupting like a rush of tears,
but stopped at surface by the eyes like spears.
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Bejamin Kenon

Tracings
A civilian yawns into a system
A narrow conservative coughs
Heritage speaks to the collectiveHow will the struggle sleep?
After the terror, rages the plastic
Ideology freezes without a quest
Disconnected prayers, hopeless resolveShould the decay persist
The future poses a mild doom
Machinery dies inside the egg
The scientist’s unfolding documentaryPerpetual mind, comprised of tracings.
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Bejamin Kenon

Bones Like Possibilities
You and I don’t stand up to scrutiny
Like dominoes we tumble and crash into the walls
Of our insecurities
Until nothing is left of us at all
But bones, like possibilities
That once defined us
And now sit like a hand of cards
That was good but not good enough
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Kris Fedeczko

How Women Eat
as women
we are taught
never to want
food
we are taught that our
appetites
for food
for something
for anything
are bad
we move the food around on the plate
we cut out food into tiny pieces
we order salad
not a whole salad
just a half of one
we eat as if it is the
biggest burden
we face
we claim that we ate too much
even thought we only had
three bites
when the cake is cut
we insist on the smallest piece
then go on and on about how big the piece really is
we never declare we want more
we never eat with gusto
we never say that we want a bigger piece of cake
we are never taught to want
yet can we unlearn it too
learn to eat
learn to want
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Kris Fedeczko

At the Start
twenty-two years old
expectation so high
at the edge of something
not even sure what
it is
they say to enjoy it
enjoy what
no one has an answer
starting our lives
at nothing
yet so much baggage
that weights everyone down
too young to know anything
at least that is what they say
yet they lie
know too much
seen too much
ready to change
yet scared
want to runaway
running feel good
running till we fall
got to get up
brush off dirt
after all
we are just
at the start
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Franchot Ballinger

Ode to Writer’s Block
“Where can I find the man who has forgotten words?”
							
					
O’ you blue-nose nixing every erect sentence,
some mornings something sticks like peanut butter
on my palette and I can’t tongue it loose.
No bubbles rise as from bottom-stirring turtles,
or from the decay of thought,
or from some diver deep in the coral of inspiration.
No diver either.
Clouds pass before my eyes.
A confusion of inexplicable weather.
The sun rises, it snows, then
the puzzling calligraphy of winter trees.
There are words everywhere.
Even the waves are something
the wind is saying to the water.
O,
to be a word and fly
over the walls of your empty city
and to become!
But you arrive like the DEA,
throw me up against the wall,
hang a sign outside, “closed by order of….”
Words scatter. Who knows where?
Out open windows. To cellar corners.
Fugitives clutching
their nickel bags of thought.
Isn’t this silence
a sickness unto death?
Is it true, then-no word, no thing?
Can no thing matter?
Surely, every thing matters.
In certainty I must
make some thing matter.
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--Chuang Tzu

Franchot Ballinger

Ode to Writer’s Block (continued)
I will take you as the midnight hour
when even breath is steeped in meaning.
Wordless, I will know you as the tongue
that was mine before I was born.
Maybe you will be the gate to God,
the one of the voiceless night,
that one in the silence between the stars,
the wordless Word abiding in emptiness.
O,
take then my breath
as offering, this aphasia
as atonement.
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Franchot Ballinger

An Explanation
I know now why Li Po reached to embrace the moon,
a reflection of a reflection shimmering
on the dark waters of the Yellow River.
It wasn’t his wine-brimming eyes
but the long, empty-hearted night,
like now, when any light will do,
even the will-o-the-wisp
in her eyes.
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Franchot Ballinger

The Watcher
Thinking of Li Po tonight.
A new moon blackout.
Sleepless with desire.
Impatient for promised light.
A milkweed down rises
through the open window’s glimmer.
A moon I could reach out
and touch.
		
Drunk, they say,
he leaned from his boat
to embrace the moon,
reflection of reflection
shimmering on the Yellow River,
and spilling in shattered
the light he longed for.
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Franchot Ballinger

Tonight My Heart’s a Tang Poem
Around that hut deep
in moonlit mountains blossoms
snowing down, petals floating
off in the darkening stream.
Join me when you’ve given up
longing for the cry of cranes
and we’ll drink the wine
I am just now pouring!
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Keith Moul
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Keith Moul
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Keith Moul
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Yuan Changming

On Another Rainy Day
Again, water splashing against walls
And windows with each car
Passing by, colored umbrellas moving
Above unidentifiable human legs
Red light blinking towards the storm and
White noise, every cherry tree skeleton
Trying hard to find a shelter, a long-necked man
Hopping around with yesterday’s
Vancouver Sun on top off his bald head
An oversized truck full of
Thick cement pipes making a large turn
As a bus is waiting for strangers
To get off or on
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Yuan Changming

The Zen Master Taking a Nap: A Parallel Poem
As he began to sit like a frog by crossing his legs
On each other, he found his mind lost in a cloud
Wandering nowhere between here and there; he then
Withdrew his vision from the skyline of the city
To the cool fire burning in his belly; listening
To the whistling and whishing of traffic, he heard only
His own pulse. With the breeze came the odor of garlic
Fish and mutton from a nearby home, but he held his
Breath long, while leaving all his inner doors
And windows ajar, letting his sensations travel freely
He believed in Qi, which was circulating with his blood
And his feeling and his thought. The light dimmed
A baby crow was flapping by. He led his whole selfhood
To a temple among puti trees within his yellowish
Skin. That was all the harmony of yin and yang he knows
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Yuan Changming

Y.E.S.
Y
You are really obsessed with this letter
Yes, because it contains all the secrets of
Your selfhood: your name begins with it
You carry y-chromosome; you wear
Y-pants; both your skin and heart are
Yellowish; your best poem is titled
Y; you seldom seek the balance between
Yin and yang; you never want to be a
Yankee, but you yearn to remain as
Young as your poet son; in particular
You love the way it is pronounced, so
Youthfully, as a word rather than a letter to
Yell out the human reasons; above all
Your soul is a seed blown from afar, always
Y-shaped when breaking the earth to greet spring
E
born to be a double reed
that can be bent into a long vowel
the most frequently used letter
in english, echoing endlessly in silences
if pulled down, it offers two doors
one leading to Soul via will, the other
to Him via wisdom; if turned up right
it forms a mountain with three peaks
like three holy swords, pointing high
one against the sun
one against the moon
one against the sky
Facing always towards the east, it embraces
existence, equality, eternity, emancipation...
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Yuan Changming

Y.E.S. (continued)
S
with a double hook, the sexist, the most charming shape
looking more like a naked woman
in postmodern art than folded cloth used
to cover her body in an Egyptian tale
always ready to
seduce
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